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Wordcloud poll

In one word, what issues do you face when
applying the ecosystem-based approach in MSP?
(you can send multiple answers)

0 4 9

Complexity
Data gaps

Data Conflicts

Political will

cumulative impacts

conflicting prioirities

Understanding

Uncertainty

Multidiscipline

Misunderstanding

Confidence in data

vagueness
resistance by govenrment

managers

ignorance

conservation

challenge
bureaucracy

biodiversity

Using nationally endorsed

Untransparency
To involve all sectors

Technical expertise

Sustainability

Science-diplomacy

SDGs

Recognized good quality

Operationalization

Ocean boundaries

Multisectors

Lack of data

Information

Inertia

Industry lobby

Hierarchical issues Harmonized Mapping

Governance

Fragmentation

Fisheries

Finance

Exclusion

Ecosystem



Open text poll

What next steps will you take on the EBA
journey?
(1/4)

0 3 6

Talk to RSCs to see what has been

achieved snd harmonize

go and look at the existing trips of

others

dissemination to national

stakeholders in Indonesia

Applying

Foster integration/articulation of

EBA-MSP with other strategies

(environmental, social or economic)

Putting in several stages which

Neighbouring and adjacent states

can use to see how to tackle

common areas e.g, in terms of

fisheries etc

disseminate information.

Streamline key contact points

Addressing cumulative impacts

Look at what is already and

effectively in place

Identifying and integrating Green

Marine Ecosystem

Defining key issues to integrate EBA

in MSP

Standardise

Understand better how to account

for climate change in relation to an

EBA to MSP

biodiversity assessment

Cumulative impact assessment



Open text poll

What next steps will you take on the EBA
journey?
(2/4)

0 3 6

Centralize data and information per

sea basin

Land sea interaction

Data gathering

Ensure a common data base

(including all the related studies) at

least for each country maritime

space but ideally for each marine

region

Cross borders coopération

Seek to better align policy through

MSP

Quantify and map ecosystem

services supply in EU waters

Looking at priorities for blue

economy per MS

More research/studies

Stakeholders involvement

Land sea interaction

Stakeholders participation

Identify all stakeholders concerned

by the MSP

Adapt SEA procedure to evaluate

MSP processes via the EBA

principles

Further the engagement process

with Managers and Stakeholders

and prepare to implement Science

advice based on environmental

variables

set objectives with



Open text poll

What next steps will you take on the EBA
journey?
(3/4)

0 3 6

all the stakeholders

Study and understand

stakeholders’s needs therefore have

plan for using marine space

effectively and sustainably

Ensure environmental protection

Inventorying resources, e.g., for

management and enforcement

Transboundary coordination

Research and data finding/analysis

to support knowledge On EBA in

MSP area of Atlantic Canada

Improve access to data

Stock-taking, learning

from others for next planning cycle

Identify the priority ecosystem

services provided by the

site/country

Quantify ecossystem services and

map pelagic habitats

As a scientist engage with the

decisionmakers to here what they

require

Field Study

Alignment of MSFD to MSP

reporting

Using experienced know- how

Designating New MPAs



Open text poll

What next steps will you take on the EBA
journey?
(4/4)

0 3 6

Tranbsboundary coordination

Data selection

Implementing the adopted MSP

Increase monotoring

SEA

Public Consultation

Results

Study the marine ecossystem

Using recognized data to implement


